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The University of California-Riverside Library has 7500 current subscriptions, processed 
through the Acquisitions Dept.  It was a beta-test site for INNOVACQ in 1982; staff in 
Acquisitions were well-versed in the character-based INNOVACQ and INNOPAC.  
Serials, government publications (govpubs), and bindery are in different departments, so 
the training for Millennium Serials (MilSer) had to be a coordinated effort.  It was 
necessary to do a direct cut-over to MilSer, because a checkin card can't be used in the 
character-based format after it has been used in MilSer.  The presenter wanted to be 
sensitive to staff and the stress level of migrating from something well-known to a 
relatively unknown interface, in a Windows environment.   Millennium Circulation 
implementation was not going well; library administration was anxious to complete the 
migration to Millennium. 
 
Preparation involved replacing dumb terminals in student workstations, and also 
installing a network laser printer for printing worksheets.  All workstations still have one 
Okidata for spine labels. Staff PCs were upgraded to 128MB of RAM.  Since the 
presenter knew serials better than systems staff, she conducted the training on MilSer.  
She read and printed the MilSer manual, and went through the CSDirect tutorials, 
printing screens that had decisions to be made, particularly login manager set-up screens, 
prior to involving staff.  Two logins were set up, for serials/bindery, and government 
publications.  She set up what she anticipated the staff would want, such as displaying 
both code and meaning (as opposed to having to input "?" in the character-based system 
to see the meaning).  This received mixed reactions from the staff. The user manual was 
copied for each unit, and a table of contents was prepared.  Staff were encouraged to read 
the manual beforehand.  Staff were reminded of the CSDirect tutorials, but they were not 
used as much as they could have been.  In hindsight, some small incentive to use the 
tutorials may have helped. 
 
A large group session was held for interested staff from serials, cataloging, binding, 
govpubs, and acquisitions.  She stressed to them that MilSer is an interface change, not a 
database change; MilSer lies on top of the existing system. Records, templates, etc. are no 
different.  A PowerPoint presentation was given, and live searching and editing on 
MilSer was included.  This was not a hands-on occasion for serials staff, but only an 
introduction.  Caveats were given regarding new system bugs, not having all the answers, 
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etc.  Basic Windows tools such as focus (highlighted text), buttons being grayed out, 
dialogue boxes, drop-down lists, and moving within tables were illustrated using MilSer 
with pre-selected titles as examples. 
 
The targeted training was conducted on a single pc in serials, loaded with MilSer.  This 
controlled access was necessary to allay the concern that someone would edit records 
before the cutover.  Serials/Bindery staff worked with dummy records to test the various 
functions.  Serials staff had assigned time slots to work for 2 hours each week, working 
on the dummy records and functions.  This lasted several months, because the cutover 
was delayed due to questions about printing binding slips. 
 
Staff began to identify more questions on basic work and how it would be done.  Printer 
problems appeared, particularly with bind slips; and they had to tweak binding 
parameters to fit correctly on the slip by reducing page length and spacing between 
elements.  Through Login Manager in Millennium, they set the number of lines to eject 
after printing to "0".  When they were comfortable they could print bindery slips, they 
went ahead with the cutover. 
 
The alphabet was split for the cutover, A-J for staff, K-Z for students to check in.  A-J 
became MilSer titles.  Staff did a lot of checking in during 1 ½ weeks; they were then 
ready to train students.  Students learned Millennium quicker than the character-based 
system. 
 
For the actual cutover, staff worked one afternoon within one pod, which meant they 
could share questions and comments.  The systems department set up an internal listserv 
for all staff involved in MilSer, and encouraged staff to send questions to the list.  
Answers came immediately from either systems or Stefanie for everyone.  The list is not 
used much now, but it is still there as a resource. 
 
A separate training session for bindery prep staff was held, done with an actual shipment, 
to see check in and preparation. A separate session was held for the primary govpubs 
person. 
 
Some problems appeared.  Hardware needed to be upgraded to 256MB RAM.  They have 
seen some random crashing with MilSer recently; III has been working to resolve this.  
Not all staff have laser printers; they don't work well for spine labels.  Label-printing 
formats are still a minor problem which they hope to see fixed in future enhancements. 
These, however, are minor problems; there are no major complaints about MilSer. 
 
The primary system limitation is that records can't be transferred in Millennium, only in 
character-based.  Create Lists is now functioning.  Pop-up dialogue boxes are centered in 
the screen over the title, but should be moved to right side of the screen.  The box can be 
dragged, but a position on the side would be better as a default. 
 
Staff were immediately happy with MilSer.  Creating and editing checkin records is much 
easier, therefore faster.  Checkin is more fun in MilSer.  Staff have to concentrate more 



on the screen than in character-based; it is not as straightforward, but that is the Windows 
environment.  Staff may have to adjust the position of screen; colors could also be 
changed.  Staff would choose MilSer over character-based.  
 
It is not necessary to do a cutover to MilAcq, because it is possible to go back and forth 
between Millennium and character-based.  Acquisitions staff are reluctant to use 
Millennium. They don't see as much benefit, and have not been forced to cutover. 
 
Overall impact: They have had no reason to change procedures strictly because of 
MilSer, and no reason to shift staff because the work is harder on MilSer.  Review 
files/claim files are easier to work with.  You can delete entries from claim files with a 
click, and can update claim information on checkin records.  A search strategy is visible 
on the screen and is retained with the search results.  Staff feel the system is very user 
friendly and intuitive. There is always an undo button, and staff can cut and paste, which 
makes up for the extra time spent mousing.  It did take a little longer to do basic 
functions, partly because of the transition to MilSer, and partly because of mousing.  
Staff varies on their preference for keyboarding or mousing.  The recommendation is that 
you have someone in your systems department who you can work with very closely, who 
will be on call during the transition. 
 
Question: How did you set up dummy records?   
They were set up for supplements, index boxes, attaching items, deleting items; and thing 
that would allow for moving around in a record.  It was not complicated.  There are three 
records only; bindery and govpubs had their own. These records are suppressed from the 
OPAC.   
 
What size are the screens and what is the resolution?  
17"; purchase something larger than 17".  Don't recall the resolution.  There are nice 
scroll features in Millennium, but a larger screen is better.  A disadvantage of a smaller 
screen is that buttons will be missing on the bottom of the screen; you'll have to hide 
toolbar at times to see.  A higher resolution has smaller type. 
 
(Statistics in Millennium) The presenter can't answer, because they don't create item 
records prior to binding; loose issues are checked out manually. 
 
(Problems with archiving) Not using in MilSer/MilAcq.  They were choosing wrong 
feature, possibly extrapolation; it was their fault.  It's not quite as slick as in character-
based. 
 
Was Windows overview part of the general training?   
Yes, as geared specifically to Millennium. 
 
What would you do differently?   
Don't know, other than encouraging staff to work on tutorials, but they were training 
themselves as they were required to do, rather than leaving the training for later.  



Different people work differently and approach problems differently; she would have 
staff work in teams to learn from each other. 
 
Do govdocs have different quirks?   
They don't use bindery for usual purposes; same with checkin cards.  We gave them only 
very basic training, and turned them loose. 
 
How many logins do you have?  
Still have just two, one for bindery, one for checkin.  A proposed enhancement or 
upgrade would be to tie preferences to a pc, not overall.  You have to be sure the 
preferences work on printers. 
 
Did you switch to MARC holdings format?   
No, converted as is.  The library doesn't have complete agreement of the "Has" field 
between govpubs and other departments.  The first step is to get all departments to the 
NISO standard for holdings, but the presenter isn't convinced the staff need to deal with 
MARC tags.  Holdings statements would have to be converted manually. 
 
Are there any ramifications for a consortium if only one library goes to MilSer?  
No, since each library still has its own checkin.  The public sees nothing different, except 
that supplement and index information won't show in the OPAC. 
 
Do you have recommendations for processor speed?   
Follow the III recommendations. 
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